**Features**

- Minimum Mechanism & Low Maintenance
- Micro Processor Controlled System
- Single body frame provides sturdiness
- Auto cut feature
- Best suitable for corrugation, paper and Box strapping industries
- Electronic control for tension, feeding and cooling setting

**Technical Specifications**

- **Power Supply**
  - 1P, 220V 50HZ European Plug (DC Motor)
- **Strap Width**
  - 9, 12, 15 mm (Adjustable)
- **Strap Type**
  - PP Strap
- **Strap Tension**
  - 0-45 Kg Max
- **Strap Cycle Speed**
  - 1.5 Sec/Cycle
- **Sealing Method**
  - Heat Sealing
- **Box Size**
  - Min 60 mm, Max – Any Size
- **Color**
  - Blue
- **Table Height**
  - 750 mm

**Packing Details**

- **Machine Dimension**
  - L 750 mm x W 550 mm x H 750 mm
- **Machine Weight**
  - 75 Kgs

**Warranty**

1 year warranty only on Motor & PCB, Warranty is not applicable on wearing parts.

---

**Inside Mechanism**
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**Front Panel**
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**Soft tension for Corrugated & Paper Bundle**
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